The Fayette County Courthouse, located in Uniontown, PA, resides in an old stone building of historical significance. So, when courthouse staff wanted to use their 13 existing display screens across the building’s three floors to broadcast public service announcements, such as courtroom schedules and updates, they knew the solution couldn’t require the installation of inner-wall cable runs to each display screen.

So, the project’s system integrator, ITScorp, worked with Biamp to find a cable-free solution that would enable the courthouse to use its existing AV and IT infrastructure.

Modena was chosen because of the robust capability to encode video and audio to form a complete video stream that can be accessed from multiple streaming devices off a Wi-Fi network backbone. It was also chosen for its reliability and ease of setup and use.
SOLUTION

Biamp's Modena Hub+ is a wireless presentation hub with a feature that the staff at the Fayette County Courthouse found very appealing: the ability to wirelessly push steaming content onto their existing display screens using their existing PC system.

Beyond the Modena Hub+ unit, all that was required was an Amazon FireTV stick connected to each display screen.

CONCLUSION

The Fayette County Courthouse worked with system integrator ITScorp to find a public-information-broadcast solution that worked within the building’s architectural restrictions, and which used the facility’s existing display screens and IT infrastructure.

Biamp’s Modena Hub+ proved to be exactly what was needed.